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Abstract—Multimedia applications usually manage large quan-
tities of data in the form of frames of certain types. To ensure
a good trafic of these frames through the network, temporal
constraints must be respected when sending and receiving these
frames. If the temporal constraints are not met, then the quality
of service (QoS) provided to users decreases. In this paper,we
exploit some results obtained in QoS management in Real-Time
Databases Systems (RTDBSs), and we apply them to multimedia
applications, because of similarities existing between these two
fields. We propose a new method allowing to control the QoS
provided to clients according to the network congestion, by
discarding some frames when needed.

Index Terms—Distributed multimedia systems, Feedback con-
trol loop, Quality of service, MPEG format, (m,k)-frame con-
straints.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T HE recent improvements in networks area allow to con-
sider the large exploitation of new services in many

applications, particularly in multimedia applications. These
applications deal with large volumes of data and require real-
time processing, i.e., they must be completed before fixed
dates, to guarantee an acceptable quality of service (QoS) in
the streams presented to the users. Systems adapted to the
management of these kinds of data with QoS guarantees are
real-time database systems (RTDBSs) [13] [14].

Many distributed multimedia applications must face to the
unpredictable loads that cause the system overload. For ex-
ample, user-demands may arrive in a bursty manner during
a short period. Currently, all applications need to provide
a good QoS to the users (a good flow of video frames).
To this purpose, it will be interesting to adapt the existing
techniques to multimedia applications in order to obtain more
reliable and efficient transfer of the video packets, without
modifying the initial infrastructure. The main problems are
related to the adaptation of available resources (bandwidth,
buffer size, video servers, etc.) and to the proposition of
new techniques which deal with system instability periods
(overload or under-utilization). The proposition must allow
to ensure an acceptable QoS while respecting the multiple
requirements of the video streams.

Many works on QoS management in RTDBSs have been
done [1] [10]. Almost all these works are based on a feed-
back control scheduling architecture (FCSA) that controlsthe
system behavior thanks to a feedback loop.

The feedback loop begins to measure the performances of
the system in order to detect overload periods. Then, according
to the results observed, the values of the parameters are mod-
ified to adjust the system load to the real conditions. As these
conditions always vary, this process is repeated indefinitely.
Because of the similarities existing between RTDBSs and
multimedia applications[6], in this paper, we propose to apply
the results obtained on the QoS management in RTDBSs to
multimedia applications. The main objective is to allow to
design multimedia applications that will be able to providethe
QoS guarantees and a certain robustness when user’s demands
quickly grow up or when the network becomes congested.
These works are especially applied to video on demand (VoD)
applications. We adapt a method called FCA-DMS (Feedback
Control Architecture for Distributed Multimedia Systems).
The architecture proposed contains three main components,
such as, the master server, the video server and the clients.We
will apply a control of the network congestion by discarding
or not some multimedia frames of certain types according to
the network state, notably to the shared bandwidth. This will
increase the QoS provided to the users.

In this article, we present a method allowing to take into
account the network congestion in order to increase the QoS
provided to the users, especially, how to achieve an optimal
value of frames in a MPEG stream [6][12]. In Section 2,
we present the multimedia system architecture that we use.
In Section 3, we develop our approach which allows to
increase the applications QoS during the overload periods
(network congestion). Then, in Section 4, we present the
simulations results that we have done to test the validity of
our approach. Finally, we conclude this article and we give
some perspectives.

II. A QUALITY OF SERVICE APPROACH

A. Quality of service in distributed multimedia systems

The usually admitted definition of the QoS in a multimedia
application is the whole of requirements in terms of band-
width, quality of visualization, delay and rate of video packets
loss. Our approach consists in taking into account researches
already done on the management of QoS in RTDBSs [11] [2]
and their adaptation to multimedia systems. To this purpose,
we propose an adaptation of a method based on feedback
control architecture to distributed multimedia systems [6]. We
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Fig. 1. Functional model of the FCA-DMS architecture.

exploit, to this purpose, the notion of (m,k)-firm constraints
used in real-time sytems [5] and in RTDBSs [8][3].

B. Feedback control architecture

In a previous work, Natalia Dulgheru has proposed an ar-
chitecture, named QMPEGv2 [6] which deals with distributed
multimedia systems (cf. figure 1). The architecture proposed
contains three main components:

• Master server: it accepts requests from clients, chooses
the video servers able to serve the demand, supervises
the system state and adjusts the video streams in order to
maintain the QoS initially fixed.

• Video servers: They run under the master server control
and send the video packets to the clients.

• Clients: they send requests to the master server and
receive the video frames from the video server. When
a state change occurs, they send a feedback report to the
master server.

In the following, we describe briefly a typical procedure
which is executed when a video on demand is requested, based
on FCA-DMS architecture:

1) A client sends a request to the master server to get a
video, with a certain level of QoS.

2) The master server broadcasts the request to the video
servers available in the system.

3) The video servers send back their response to the master
server, which chooses one among them.

4) A stream is opened between the chosen video server and
the concerned client.

5) The master server asks the video servers to adapt their
QoS, when necessary.

The feedback loop consists on adapting the QoS according
to the load system conditions (servers and network conges-
tion). The system observes the QoS obtained by the client
and, if necessary, asks the concerned video server to improve
it.

In order to improve the QoS, the system increases or
decreases the number of transmitted frames of certain types. To
this purpose, we based our action on the characteristics of the
standard MPEG format [9], that defines a mechanism to code
frames at the time of the video compression. A video sequence
enters the system. It’s then compressed and coded according
to three types of frames:Intra frames (I), Predicted frames (P)
andBidirectional frames (B). I frames are references frames.
P frames allow to rebuild a frame using anI frame.B frames
useI frames andP frames to rebuild a sequence. Therefore, I
frames are the most critical. To decrease the eventual network
congestion, it is necessary to remove some frames from a video
sequence, but these suppressions must be done in a controlled
manner. We propose in the following section a method based
on the controlled frames suppression in order to control the
QoS provided to users.

C. Feedback control loop

Using the feedback loop allows to stabilize the system
during the instability periods [4]. It is based on the two prin-
ciples: observation and auto-adaptation. The principle consists
of observing the results obtained by the system and checkingif
the current QoS observed is consistent with the QoS initially
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required, e.g. in VoD application, the system checks if the
videos sequences are presented to users without interruptions.
The auto-adaptation consists for the system to adapt the results
according to the QoS needed par the clients, by adjusting some
network and video parameters, e.g. the system increases or
decreases the number of accepted frames1. In this way, the
feedback loop ensures the stability of the system.

III. A NEW METHOD TO CONTROL THE NETWORK

CONGESTION

A. The (m,k)-frame method

According to certain conditions, the system load varies from
overload state to under-utilization state and vice-versa.Indeed,
since the number of video servers sending the video packets
is unknown, sometimes this causes severe damages on the
service level provided to clients. Consequently, the number
of transmitted packets is also unknown and can be important.
Moreover, when a high number of video packets access to
network resources, it is necessary to keep a high priority level
for more critical packets (I frames, then B frames, then P
frames)[6][12].

We propose an approach based on (m,k)-firm method [7].
The (m,k)-firm model is characterized by two parametersm

andk. An application is said under (m,k)-firm real-time con-
straint if at leastm operations amongk consecutive operations
meet their deadlines. We adapt this method to the context of
multimedia applications. An multimedia operation consists of
sending/receiving a video frame. To adapt this method, we
consider thatm video packets amongk must be correctly sent.
To this purpose, we propose a new technique of video packets
management crossing the network, called (m,k)-frame.

A video stream is decomposed into several classes according
to their tolerance to the loss of frames characteristics, i.e.
each class contains the video packets of similar (m,k)-frames
constraints. The three classes, we consider, refer to the three
types of frames: I, B and P. With this technique we realize a
trade off between the shared resources and the QoS granularity
in the same class of a video stream.

B. The quality of service adaptation

In this work, we focus on the adaptation of the video stream
to the network state. We assume that measures of the network
capacity are available, in one hand, and that we have an
important number of frames to send, on the other hand.

The three classes of frames (I, B and P) are used to adapt the
quality of stream sent to the network capacity. We consider the
following constraints: (mI , kI )-frame, (mP , kP )-frame and
(mB, kB)-frame, i.e,mi frames of a certain type must be
received among theki frames sent. Then the network capacity
is measured by the formula:mI + mP + mB. Recall that I
frames are the most critical. The parameters are ordered in
the following manner:mI > mP > mB. We usually havemI

= kI , i.e., I frames are critical and it is forbidden to remove
them.

1note that I frames (critical) are not removed

We assume the situation where the network, whose current
capacity isN , is congested. We also assume thatQoSmax is
the quality of the stream to send including M frames. To be
consistent with the network capacity, it is necessary to remove
(M − N ) frames. Therefore, we have to degrade the quality of
the MPEG stream. When we apply no method of congestion
control, frames will be randomly removed, i.e. they are lostby
the network, causing the degradation of the video presentation,
notably if some I frames are removed. Here, we apply our
(m,k)-frame method, which consists of removing frames in an
intelligent manner. We have: (1)M=kI + kP + kB, and (2)
N=mI + mP + mB. The number of frames to remove is
then:M − N = (kI − mI ) + (kP − mP ) + (kB − mB),
wherekI = mI (I frame are the most critical, and are not to
remove).

C. Bandwidth fair sharing

With the previous assumptions, we deal with the broblem
of sharing bandwidth between servers in case of network
congestion phases. In the previous section, we have seen
how to reduce the QoS at the stream level, according to the
available capacity of the network. Here, we need to share fairly
the bandwidth between all sources that wish to send a stream.
We compute the total capacity needed by all servers. Then,
we computeR, the ratio between the needed capacity and the
available network capacity (N).

R =
N

m∑

i=1

RCi

such as :

• m: the number of video servers.
• RCi: The Required Capacity of the video serveri.

Example: let 3 video servers wishing to send flows of
40, 30 and 20 frames per second respectively. The total
capacity of the network needed to answer to this demand
must be 40+30+20=90. If, however, the network only ar-
ranges a capacity of 75 frames per seconds, it is not able
to sent all the frames. The ratioR is computed as follows:
(75/90)*100 = 83.33%. Then, we apply this rate to each of
the three required capacities 40*83.33%=33, 30*83.33%=25
and 20*83.33%=17. If we sum the three obtained numbers,
we find 75 frames per second. It corresponds to the current
capacity of the network.

In the following, are listed some advantages of the band-
width fair sharing:

• To control of the congestion of the network by fair
sharing resources between all streams. A bad stream
doesn’t affect the service provided to the other streams.
Only this service will be concerned if a stream wants to
consume more resources than available.

• To guarantee an acceptable bandwidth and delay.
• To guarantee a link sharing between the different classes

of service.
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Fig. 3. The simulator
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Fig. 2. The (m,k)-frame algorithm.

IV. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS

A. The simulator

To test the validity of our proposition, we have developed
and implemented a simulator (cf. Figure III-C) in order to
verify the behavior of system and its adaptation to different
load variations.

This simulator is based on the architecture components
presented in Section II. A master server serves all video servers
participating to the video diffusion. Moreover, the master
server allows to add new video servers, when necessary. A new
server is assigned a number and a list of accessible objects.
After starting the master server, the video servers who want
to participate in the video distribution, refer themselvesto the
master server, and then get a number.

In order to make a request, a client dialogs with the
master server, that distributes the request to the available video

servers. When the master references a video server able to
satisfy the client request, i.e. the server is able to provide the
required QoS, it sends the video server reference to the client.
Then, the broadcast from the video server can begin. After
some time, the client sends to the server the QoS level he
obtained.

The three parts of the architecture of this simulator are
modeled thanks to an object modeling language and realized
in JAVA language.

The objective of the simulations is to demonstrate how our
method, called (m,k)-frame, is able to adapt the QoS to the
real conditions of a multimedia application, according to the
current system load. Notably, the system must adjust the QoS
when the client number that does requests varies (dynamic
arrived of clients). The network congestion can have different
sources:

• internal: when there is a large number of clients doing
requests in the system. We can limit this client number
by using an admission controller located at the master
server level.

• external: when the network is used by other applications
that can cause the congestion.

Our architecture must adjust the QoS by reducing the
number of frames broadcasts in the network.

B. Simulation results

In these Figures,sim0 indicates the rates before (m,k)-
frame application andsim1 indicates the rates after (m,k)-
frame application. We noticed in these Figures, a difference
in the rates of lost frames, the rate of received frames and
the rate of useful frames before and after using the (m,k)-
frame application. In Figure 4, we observed more gain to rate
of received frames after the application of the (m,k)-frame
technique in case of system overload.
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Fig. 4. Received frames rates with and without application of (m,k)-frame technique.
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Fig. 5. Lost frames rates with and without application of (m,k)-frame technique.

In Figure 5, we found a difference in loss rate after the
implementation of the (m,k)-frame classification. With the
increasing of the number of clients over time, we notice in the
Figure 5 that reduces of loss frames, we also note an increase
in the rate of received and useful frames in Figure 4 and Figure
6 respectively. We have not found a significant gain in the
rate of received frames and the rate of useful frames, because
our technique of (m,k)-frame classification is not sufficient to
effectively stabilize the QoS desired by the clients.

Our simulation shows nearly 10% gain in the rate of loss
frames. But by combining our (m,k)-frame application with
other techniques, we can have a significant gain in terms of
received frames.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURES WORKS

In this work, we proposed an improvement of the feedback
control architecture for distributed multimedia systems (FCA-

DMS). Our objective is to provide a deterministic temporal
guarantee according to the temporal constraints to real-time
video streams. Our main contribution concerned the adapta-
tion of (m,k)-firm constraints for the video packets and the
establishment of a video distribution strategy.

A possible extension of this work consists on enhancing
the architecture presented. Notably, in order to bring some
breakdowns tolerance because of the presence of only one
master server. We also have presented the importance of the
bandwidth sharing and given a certain priority to the video
packets in the network resources level, in order to increase
its reliability and robustness and to converge towards the QoS
specified by the client.

The simulator design allowed to validate the feasability of
our approach and should permit to provide results demonstrat-
ing the real contribution of this new approach.

A possible future work would consist also of building a
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Fig. 6. Useful frames rates with and without application of (m,k)-frame technique.

real video on demand server based on the architecture that we
proposed.
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